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Imprint

Three elements form the work, six ceramic portraits and text describing each portrait

displayed, under glass, in a green wooden vitrine.

The presentation is referential to classic museums of the 18th and 19th

centuries, while science was mostly occupied by amateur hobbyists. Naturalists and

historians had to be privileged to have time and funds to tend to their interests. The

wall text suggests this is a private, never before seen exhibit of death masks.

Katrín Guðmunds Sigrúnardóttir, Imprint, 2022. Wood, paint, plexiglass, velvet, white clay, glaze.
Exhibition view. Photos Katrín.

Collected by some unnamed eccentric. The glass vitrine sits on top of a wooden

display table, painted in a deep shade of phthalo green, colour shifting with changes in

light. Under the masks lays an abundance of shimmering velveteen fabric. The folds

of fabric blend in perfectly to the darkest shades of green but shift to a warmer

greyish-green at its lightest points, reflecting the sandy tan ceramic sculptures placed

on it. A play of textures, the glazed ceramic gives the faces a waxy appearance as the

recently dead, placed with care and respect, with their head tilted back like on their

deathbed or wake. The peacefulness of the masks is serene. Eyes closed. Not meant to

be worn like in a Grecian theatre but observed.

The title is Imprint. It alludes to the idea of impressions. To leave a mark that

remains. On a microscale, it is the quick glance and judgement, the small impressions

of daily life. On the macro scale, it is about the vast impact, the action one person may
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take that alters so many people's lives. These actions bind us together now and

through time. History is just a telephone game of experience, reenactment and

retelling, tracing the lines of those who came before. We try to document all of this in

books, photographs, paintings and poems. Death masks are one such way to

permanently capture the impression of a person. A plaster cast of a deceased person

that may be used to make masks or models. A final and honest portrait right after

death.

The masks vary in appearance, their distinct features inspired by different

people, places and cultures I have been very interested in. I genuinely believe

exaggerated and unusual people are beautiful but also feel that body neutrality is

important. Their names are Franz Fugel, Malia Angyal, Keiara Khaldun, Luther

Hitzig, Kadir André Yousef and Ruthena Kizh Valyev.

Katrín Guðmunds Sigrúnardóttir, Imprint, 2022. Wood, paint, plexiglass, velvet, white clay, glaze.
View of individual death masks with texts. Photos Katrín.
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They are not real historical figures, artists or nameless dead that you might see

in a real museum but people made up by me. How I create them is to gather

information about real people and use them to better inform my character creation.

Lovingly recontextualising details by assigning them to exactly the right characters.

Creating collections of images, songs, books and people that remind me of them.

Letting my obsessions carry me away, learning as much as I can about my current

interests and incorporating them into my work. Most of these characters have been

with me for years, development is fluid, and I allow them to exist in many forms. This

work may be about their deaths, but I do not see it as a final goodbye. I travel between

important life events. I create paintings, comics, stories and sculptures where they live

on in different fluid forms.

Thoughts on revolutions, hierarchy, and unnatural borders. Research into

nomadic culture has taken me to places of colonialism and change by industrialising

and the cruelty of that change. These characters reacted to this change in different

ways. We are now living through a mass change, not the industrial revolution but the

technological.

Katrín Guðmunds Sigrúnardóttir, Imprint, 2022. Wood, paint, plexiglass, velvet, white clay, glaze.
Exhibition view. Photos Katrín.

I find that with enough digging, history humanises itself. Truth is

ever-changing. Points of view, relations and focus alter the experience and

understanding of truth. Next to each mask is a handwritten note, a personal
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description. Coming from another who is also displayed. Connected to another, so

they speak to and about each other. My technique for working on such distilled texts

is collage. Snippets of text, stories, quotes, biographies and interviews, and various

ephemera stuck together form a view of an entirely new person. This is a work of

fiction and imagination, but names, characters and places are products of

hybridization, distillation and exaggeration. I am like doctor Frankenstein with his

monster made of body parts, assembling my creations from only the best parts. My

own experience, historical figures, myths, actors and acquaintances. The familiar and

unfamiliar. So the three elements of Imprint come together, telling a story from

another world similar to us but different.

The work strives to exaggerate or highlight certain aspects of reality and

hopefully stimulate people's powers of empathy and connection, using poetic

symbols, material and craftsmanship in conjunction with obsessive interest, research

and socio-political commentary.

Katrín Guðmunds Sigrúnardóttir, Imprint, 2022. Digital drawing.
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Abstract

This essay will discuss my art from recent years and establish a context for the work process and

methods. A prologue introduces elements from childhood that offer context that is further built

upon in the following chapters. The first chapter explores the term Post-Internet and artistic

practice in relation to its history, concept and ideas, its context examined through writings from

critics and artists that attempt to analyse the changes in artistic approaches in the last

decades—using references from Gene Mchugh, Jennifer Chan, and artists Ian Wallace, Katja

Novitskova and Marisa Olson. The second chapter dives into the realm of the grotesque. What is

grotesque? What is its importance, and how does it appear in my work? The art of Théodore

Géricault and Otto Dix are taken as examples of art that utilises the effect of grotesque as artistic

means. The chapter establishes the embrace of grotesque aesthetic as a sociopolitical act,

referencing the writing of Frances S. Connelly and Remi Astruc. The third chapter brings

together methods of obsessive research and how that reflects in the art-making. The chapter also

discusses the artist's role, and the desensitisation of the west to certain forms of suffering

—reflected through the writing of Susan Sontag, Jacques Rancière, Bertold Brecht and George

Orwell. Two recent artworks are prominent examples of the creation process: the stop-motion

short film Hunger and Son of the Sands solo exhibition. Both works centre on how the

construction of otherness through mythologisation is political, situating the work processes as

research and translation of various cultural elements addressing essential realities. The works

investigate the shared iconography embedded in our present and process through the

transformation of the grotesque and the artist's craftsmanship.
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Introduction

I was born in 1998, only 998 grams, a tiny alien-looking baby, almost three months before the

due date. (fig.1) Born into a family of visual artists and a computer nerd. A millennium child,

digital native, a contradictorily tech-savvy Waldorf child with a tangible connection to materials,

textures, technics and colour theory. Taking in my environment, watching, listening, reading,

drawing. Dyslexic and possibly somewhere on the spectrum. Fixated, obsessive and

compassionate. All this comes together in my approach to making art.

This essay will talk about my art from recent years and establish a context for my work

process and methods. Hopefully, it will enhance the reading experience and offer context that is

further built upon in the following chapters. In the prologue, I introduce my childhood, not

because my art is autobiographical but because it has guided me to the working methods I have

developed.

In the first chapter, I explore the term Post-Internet and look at my practice in relation to

its history, concept and ideas. The second chapter dives into the realm of the grotesque. What is

grotesque? What is its importance, and how does it appear in my work? The third chapter brings

together methods of obsessive research and how that reflects in the art-making. The chapter also

discusses the artistic standpoint and how modern westerns are desensitised. Is it possible to

counteract through art?

Two recent artworks serve as prominent examples of my creation process, Hunger and

the Son of the Sands, both made in 2021. The stop-motion short film Hunger deconstructs the

myth of the vampire and looks at how the construction of otherness can be traced through the

character of Dracula, what he symbolises and how this established mythologisation is political,

especially today. Son of the Sands was a solo exhibition in Kubburinn at the Iceland University

of the Arts. The exhibition looks at Mu'ammar Al-Qadhdhāfī's life as a force of transformation.

Not as a single event but a long line of action and reaction that both created and destroyed him.
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Prologue

My mother had me while in her second year at the Iceland University of the Arts, so,

from birth, my life has been saturated by the artistic ambitions of others. I was exposed to art in

all its forms, both here and abroad; even my babysitters were artists. There was no way for me to

distinguish between art and life; it was my life. The influences of those artists I met and the art I

saw are increasingly meaningful as I continue to develop as an artist. When I was about nine

years old, I remember seeing even the most disturbing parts of the film "Lütte mit Ruccola" by

the German artist John Bock.1 I saw and did many things that children are generally not allowed.

Even though I saw some extremes at art exhibitions and performances, it was always in the

company of adults who explained the context and never left me feeling unsafe or unsure.

The world outside art was not so kind to me; I simply did not fit in. School was hard, my

Dyslexia made it a struggle to keep up with and cope with the curriculum. I was also subject to

brutal bullying, which factored into me transferring from the regular school system to a Waldorf

school. Central to Waldorf education is cultivating an understanding of every subject through

very broad and ‘hands on’ methods, learning by doing. Learning through visual representation,

music, gardening, and mythology. It takes on a more holistic approach than the regular school

system to provide and educate children and enable them to become free human beings. Taking

aside Rudolfs Steiner's "anthroposophy" outlandish, outdated philosophies, the lessons we

received were classic, nurturing the importance of wonder and fantasy. What I cherish most is

the socialistic sense of comradery, respect for nature, and an understanding and sensitivity to

materials and traditional craftsmanship.

1 John Bock website.
http://www.johnbock.de/movies-installations-catalogues/2011-2006/l%C3%BCtte-mit-ruccola-0
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Chapter 1: Post-Internet

In all matters, it is important to understand the past to see how we got here, but especially

relevant to something so transformative to our daily lives as the internet.

My connection to technology started early, I was given a personal computer when I was

only two years old.2 It was set up on the floor with my other toys, in a way that I could use it

independently, so I played with it in the same way as I did with my blocks, teddy bears and

colours. Soon I had access to the Internet, when the net was in its so-called wild west period

when unrestricted it was a truly treacherous place for a young mind. A window to another world.

Access to so much knowledge and an international community much larger than the physical

limits of Iceland. If there was something new, I was on it immediately, watching videos,

downloading films, tv shows and games.3 At the same time getting into anime and fandom

culture bonding with communities built around a shared enjoyment of games, books, movies, TV

shows, and bands. I found myself becoming an explorer, a collector, and a contributor to the

internet. Scrolling through the accounts of strange and interesting people, taking endless

screenshots and saving images and links. Living within the structures and algorithms that are

constantly changing. I am not a tourist seeking to take over internet spaces and aesthetics as a

novelty.

How do I use that symbiotic connection to the internet within my fine arts practice? And

how does that fit into the history of how the internet has been approached by artists before. First,

it is necessary to distinguish between Net-Art and art that belongs to Post-Internet. Net-Art can

be understood as a precursor, and sometimes overlapping, but it also differs in fundamental ways

from Post-Internet art. Net-Art has been made since the beginning of network communications,

3 Leah, Asmelash,  “The first ever YouTube video was uploaded 15 years ago today. Here it is.” CNN. April 23,
2020. https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/23/tech/youtube-first-video-jawed-karim-trnd/index.html

2 Pabbi, Guðmundur Ragnar Guðmundsson kom að stofnun fyrsta netfyrirtækisins á Íslandi. 21. júlí árið 1989 urðu
fyrstu IP-samskiptin yfir tengingu ISnet frá Tæknigarði Háskóla Íslands.
https://www.visindavefur.is/svar.php?id=6358
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way before the internet completely saturated everyday life. Net-Art often focused on the

“online-ness”, its novelty and technological possibilities, only existing in the net’s context.

Net-Art has from its beginning had a complex relationship with its physical representation in

galleries and museums. Now decades later this transition into the physical spaces of the art world

is still problematic. There is still a screaming dissonance within the fine arts scene between

proclaimed interest in digital/internet art and how it is actually present in the field.

I think the art scene is slowly catching up, and it will in the end, after all, what is being created at

any time is a reflection of lived realities, and this is my generation's reality. “The key to

understanding what "post-Internet" means is that, despite how it sounds, it doesn't suggest that

the seismic technological developments associated with the Net are finished and behind us. Far

from it.”4

The art that is being made from within this reality is not really a break from what has

come before, it is built upon it, as postmodern artists absorbed and adapted the strategies of

modernism. As the artist, Marisa Olson observed when she coined the term “Post-Internet Art” in

2008. In an interview, she talks about the changes that are happening: the need to carve out a

separate space for new media versus traditional media is disappearing. “Nowadays, these spaces

are sometimes seen as ghettos, but at the time, they were safe havens championing

under-recognized forms.”5 She highlights that technology is intermingled with everything,

everybody uses technology to do everything. This development has only escalated since 2008.

“What is even more interesting is the way in which people are starting to make what I’ve called

“Post-Internet,” [...] or what Guthrie Lonergan recently called “Internet Aware Art.”6 She goes

on to address the importance of the impact the internet has on culture at large and how that is

now starting to manifest in the offline realm. “Of course, it’s an exciting challenge to explain to

someone how this is still internet art… If that really matters…”7 The march of time and

development of technology means the merger between the online and offline is inevitable. I try

to embrace it while many are still struggling to catch up.

7 Debatty, “Interview with Marisa Olson”
6 Debatty, “Interview with Marisa Olson”

5 Régine Debatty, “Interview with Marisa Olson”, We make Money not art. March 28, 2008.
https://we-make-money-not-art.com/how_does_one_become_marisa/

4 Ian Wallace, “What Is Post-Internet Art? Understanding the Revolutionary New Art Movement”, Artspace,
March 18, 2014. https://www.artspace.com/magazine/interviews_features/trend_report/post_internet_art-52138
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The writer and curator Gene Mchugh further developed the term “Post-Internet” in his

WordPress blog “Post Internet”, posted in 2009 and 2010.8 A transition from the internet of the

nerds to an all-consuming, professionalisation of web design, the rise of social media, and the

smartphone all happened around 2010. We became cyborgs, totally integrated with our gadgets

and connections to the network, the merge reaching its completion. The Internet is at this time

starting to manifest itself in a new kind of art. This new approach comes into being because this

generation of artists have lived online all their lives, and the distinction between on- and off-line

is evaporating. Mchugh addresses many of the critical issues occupying younger artists at this

pivotal time when the profound effects of the Internet on society escalated rapidly.9 By

dissolving the category of new media into art in general, artists started creating works that had

one foot in the history of art and the other in their lived reality of network culture. “As the work

mutates itself to become more like the art world art, the work mutates art world art to become

more like the Internet.”10

Thinking of the use or influence of the internet as ´new media´ today is questionable. If

you understand the idea of new media to be transitional, meaning that what it constitutes is

changing according to what is ´new´ at any given moment. So relating to the internet, it is not

new anymore, but maybe what is new is how we live with it, and in it, and how that creates new

possibilities for personal and artistic expression. In the last decade, the practice of

Internet-aware art has been evolving into a new language for image-making. “In this world–that

is being tagged as Post Internet–the Internet is an invisible given, like roads or trees.”11

Being a gen-Z digital native means a majority of my artistic and academic inspiration is

gathered from online sources, podcasts, blogs, comment sections, video essays, and

documentaries. Though I use books and classes to confirm and further familiarise myself with

the subjects. I do not make Net-Art, it is not about the Internet or the workings of the network as

11 Katja Novitskova, “Post Internet Survival Guide”, 2010  quote here taken from: Jennifer Chan, “Notes on
Post-Internet”  essay in “You Are Here – Art After the Internet”, Omar Kholeif editor, HOME, SPACE, 2017.

10 Gene McHugh, “Post Internet”.

9 “Net Art Anthology, Retelling The History Of Net Art From The 1980s To The 2010s.” Rhizome and The New
Museum, 2019. https://anthology.rhizome.org/post-internet

8 Gene McHugh, “Post Internet”, Rhizome, 2009-2010.  The original Wordpress blog site remained online until
2013. This site has been reconstructed. https://122909a.com.rhizome.org/
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phenomena in itself. My art does not reference the net's visual genealogy, the screen, with digital

artefacts, glitches or pixelated aesthetics. My aesthetic is a mix of traditional techniques with

what is practical in modernity. Most often a combination of sketching on paper and digital work,

they are fundamentally based on an understanding of history and traditional methods of material

techniques. (fig. 2,3,4) What I am trying to figure out for myself is how I can develop my art,

how I can talk about my art, how and where I present it and in what context. (fig. 18, 21) I feel I

have to be constantly explaining the relationship between my life online and how that is part of

my creative process, my artistic output. In many people's minds, the internet is another planet,

they perceive online culture or spaces as something separated from whatever they feel is outside

the net today. But I ask; does this outside even exist anymore? Is there some part of our life that

is not somehow connected to the internet? And should this not be reflected in the way we make,

represent and view art today?
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Chapter 2: Grotesque – The dimensions Of Ugliness

Imagine yourself as a 15th-century peasant in what is now Italy, walking along a hillside in the

beautiful spring weather, when suddenly the earth swallows you. When you regain your senses,

you find yourself inside a cave (“Grotta” in Italian) where from the dark, faces stare back at you

from every direction. The walls are decorated with arabesque sculptures, patterns and colours.

Murals of mixed human, animal and plant forms. You have fallen into a forgotten palace, a great

complex built by Romans but abandoned and forgotten. This caused such awe and disturbance

that people started to refer to things that reminded them of it as “like the cave” Grottesca.

Spreading from Italian to the other European languages became Grotesque. Architects define it

as a decorative style, for Doctors it is a word for deformity and injury but for artists the word

Grotesque gained new uses in the twentieth century where it was expanded throughout different

cultural vehicles, such as psychoanalysis, photography, mass media, science fiction, ethnography,

weapons of mass destruction, globalisation and virtual reality.12

The grotesque can evoke feelings such as sympathy, fear or disgust. But what is

considered grotesque, depends on who is being othered; veterans, sex workers, foreigners, poor,

disabled or queer. An interesting example of someone who used the grotesque to humanise is

Otto Dix, who observed othered people and applied an exaggerated aesthetic associated with the

new objectivity which sought to honestly portray the social and political realities of post World

War I Europe. “I had the feeling that there was a dimension of reality that had not been dealt

with in art: the dimension of ugliness”.13 The gaudily dressed ladies of the night, the men playing

cards. Distorted features, emphasising their disfigured appearance, scarred flesh and artificial

body parts. The real human effect of the devastation of war.14 (fig. 5, 6)

14 Heidi Hirschl Orley, “Otto Dix”, MoMA, Arts and Artists, 2018. https://www.moma.org/artists/1559
13 Otto Dix quote from, MoMA, Arts and Artists, 2018. https://www.moma.org/artists/1559
12 Frances S. Connelly, ed. “Modern art and the grotesque”, Cambridge University Press, 2003. 1.
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“All art is exorcism. I paint dreams and visions too; the dreams and visions of my time.

Painting is the effort to produce order; order in yourself. There is much chaos in me, much chaos

in our time.” 15 My dreams and visions of our chaotic world are not limited to my own time or

place. I am an omnivore of inspiration. I collect ideas wherever I can, and I become equally

fascinated by unknown commenters, rockstars or long-gone kings. Diving into topics like the

French Revolution, from the perspective of the intimate letters between Marie Antoinette and her

brother and Napoleon's love letters to Josephine. Similarly, the intimate things people say to

each other online speak to me, I go to the underbelly of the internet. There is a certain honesty

people allow themselves in anonymous spaces, to dance like no one's watching. As I traverse

through different topics, I find a spark and get fascinated. Everything about the topic becomes of

interest, if it is a person, their physical appearances, hobbies, friendships, become a network of

consequences, and from this mode of fascination and fixation my work starts. The artist

Elizabeth Peyton describes this kind of fixation, “I always made portraits of people and collected

pictures of people I thought were doing something miraculous, as long as I can remember… [...]

Following my instincts. I was so fascinated and compelled to make pictures of the people I

admired. [...] I had a strong feeling that the inner dimensions of a person reflected on their

surface or within their creative work.”16

To make art about whatever subject, my object of fixation, I try to get to know it well

enough to create a convincing model of it in my mind. To feel that I can reach out and touch it.

Sketching is always the first step, then a subject calls for other techniques and material. Each

technique; pencil drawing, painting, printing, digital or traditional, different papers, canvas or

clay, has unique   characteristics. The union between the subject, material and technique is

essential to me. Peyton also talks about her processes in a way that I relate to. “With two

everyday items, one can make the most alive human, intimate piece of art happen but, [...] when

you start the woodcut, you get the feeling which way the grain of the wood is going can be used

so perfectly to describe the wave in someone's hair.”17 To find something that precisely describes

17Masami Tsubouchi, interview with Elizabeth Peyton. 115

16 Masami Tsubouchi, interview with Elizabeth Peyton, exhibition catalogue, Still life, Hara Museum of
Contemporary Art, 2017.  113

15 Ashley, Remer, Edited and published by The Art Story Contributors, "Otto Dix Artist Overview and Analysis",
TheArtStory.org. First published on 22 Jan 2012. Updated and modified regularly.
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/dix-otto/
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the wave in their hair or the tone of their skin, the shape of their nose, is so intimate. Studying

and exaggerating details, creating that sensation of heightened physicality. The exceptional is not

always beautiful. The need to really see, see the true form, distil it to its essence. To know even

the ugly details.

In some ways, I identify with the painter Théodore Géricault, whose practice is often

described as grotesque. Grotesque is as I have mentioned before, associated with deformity,

otherness and ugliness but that is not all. Géricault studied faces of mental patients, prisoners,

decomposing bodies and slaves to capture accurately the humanity in the portraits he makes. His

attention to detail and sympathetic approach is apparent in his portraits (fig.7,8,9) made as

studies for his most famous painting, The Raft of Medusa (1819). Géricault brought together

concerns of different yet interconnected elements, social realities of his times with strategies of

shock, terror, humour and fantasy. Setting the tone for a new aesthetic of the realistic and

modern.18

So yes, in all meanings, my art is interested in the grotesque. The deep, cavernous, human

and animal forms combined, ornate, and other. Unafraid of exaggeration, deformation, socially

unacceptable, primitive or pointless. Beyond an understanding of the grotesque as simply an

aesthetic category, Rémi Astruc has demonstrated how the grotesque functions as a fundamental

existential experience. Arguing tropes of the grotesque are duality, hybridity, and metamorphosis.

Things that cause awe and admiration, life and death. In fact, both angels and devils are

grotesque. “The grotesque is an effect, not a fact”19 The effect of the grotesque is a tool in the

alchemist toolbox of the artist, to extract and extrude the essence of the subject.

Dracula was my first love of the grotesque, he fits perfectly into this frame of duality,

hybridity, and metamorphosis. He is a symbol of the old upper class, a man of noble blood but

19 Remi Astruc, “The Renewal of the Grotesque in 20th Century Novel, an Anthropological Essay in Literature”,
Paris, Classiques Garnier, 2010. 4
https://www.academia.edu/23085546/The_Renewal_of_the_Grotesque_in_20th_Century_Novel_an_Anthropologica
l_Essay_in_Literature_R%C3%A9mi_Astruc_Le_Renouveau_du_grotesque_dans_le_roman_du_XXe_si%C3%A8
cle_Paris_Classiques_Garnier_2010_?source=swp_share

18 Nina, Athanassoglou-Kallmyer. “Géricault’s Severed Heads and Limbs: The Politics and Aesthetics of the
Scaffold.” The Art Bulletin 74, no. 4 (1992): p. 617. https://doi.org/10.2307/3045912.
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always coded as other. A businessman who swells fat like a leech with the blood of an English

rose. A man of no specific race or religion, a clear threat to the purity of white women, a sexually

deviant, indicative of promiscuity, poliomery and homosexuality. 20

His face was strong, aquiline, with high bridge of the thin nose and peculiarly arched
nostrils, with lofty domed forehead, and hair growing scantily round the temples but
profusely elsewhere. His eyebrows were very massive, almost meeting over the
nose, and with bushy hair that seemed to curl in its own profusion. The mouth, so far
as I could see it under the heavy moustache, was fixed and rather cruel-looking, with
peculiarly sharp white teeth. These protruded over the lips, whose remarkable
ruddiness showed astonishing vitality in a man of his years.21

The Balkan vampire myth said that the vampire was a peasant but the count Dracula is

not. The myth Stoker presents is of vampires as a closed cast of people who secure their

continued existence by ‘feeding upon’ the christian europeans. Sallow sickly monsters, bringing

earth from their homeland, with a dislike of Christian symbols, dehumanised and blamed for

sickness. The vagueness of his religion and ethnicity leaves him open to be cast as the greedy

Jew or the violent militant Muslim. 22 The imagined eastern threat to western civilisation did not

have to be specified to lurk in people's unconscious minds. In fact the actors considered for the

1931 film adaptation were Conrad Veidt and Bella Lugosi, both portrayed Muslims, jews, and

Asians in their other roles. Their skin coloured brown, green or yellow on posters and their

eyebags highlighted, eyebrows made bushy and facial hair styled. (fig.10) These ideas that

persist in western culture can not be overstated.

My work Hunger (2021) attempts to deal with this twisted origin of the vampire myth

and complex relationship to it.23 Using stylization and simplistic storytelling to create effective

social commentary. In this stop motion short film about two hungry characters, the larger

narrative of my practice comes together. Hunger works with horror and romance. Supported by

23 Link to the film hunger: https://vimeo.com/581913255/8da82b8b28

22   Stephanie Winkler, “The fear of the ‘Other’ and anti-semitism: Representations of the Jews in Punch and Bram
Stoker’s Dracula in the light of rising English nationalism”, University of Oxford, Department for Continuing
Education, April 19, 2017.103-104.
https://open.conted.ox.ac.uk/resources/documents/fear-%E2%80%98other%E2%80%99-and-anti-semitism-represen
tations-jews-punch-and-bram-stoker%E2%80%99s

21 Tenenbaum, “Tracking the vampire in myth, culture and politics”

20 David Tenenbaum, “Tracking the vampire in myth, culture and politics”, University Of Wisconsin–Madison,
News, May 22, 2012. https://news.wisc.edu/tracking-the-vampire-in-myth-culture-and-politics/
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cultural and historical references; the designs refer to the history of expressionism in painting

and film, vampires, the negative stereotypes of minorities, and how they are linked to monster

myths. Turning these stereotypes upside down. Showing them eating soup together, is a

comforting and loving gesture after the uncertainty, thus humanising these so-called grotesque

monsters we have been taught to hate. (Fig. 11-15)

Craftsmanship, in conjunction with obsessive interest, research and socio-political

commentary. The many weeks of work involved in getting them to move flawlessly, creating the

illusion of life. The craftsmanship is visible and not hidden in the set building, the tiny costumes,

the puppet's hands and faces sculpted and painted. In stop-motion, you have complete control,

everything is done with intention, moved delicately to bring together the illusion of life.

Integrating the effect of the grotesque into every aesthetic decision. His green sallow skin and

her frostbitten violet and pink. Her voyeuristic eye directs the camera as she watches him,

inverting the male gaze onto this threatening man. His hands pinning down, slicing open and

pulling out the colourful wet guts of the fish. I directed every detail infusing each choice with

meaning, that I realise not everyone understands my references, but they are there for those who

do recognise the connotations.
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Chapter 3: Art that concerns others

People were already beginning to forget what horrible suffering the war had brought
them. I did not want to cause fear and panic, but to let people know how dreadful war is
and so to stimulate people's powers of resistance. – Otto Dix 24

I am aware of my position in the world, as an Icelandic person born and raised here.

Close enough to the old ruling powers to have been absorbed and benefit from their continuation.

A white postcolonial gentile, never having to endure the oppressive hand of the imperial forces

and war on my own skin, observing it only as a witness through reading books and watching

news. I feel separated from reality but seeking it anywhere I can. Grounding myself in awe of the

world's infinite complexity. I create works based on my experiences but I am much more

interested in sources outside myself. Feeling less alone the more aware I am of other people's

lives. As I am still a young artist in development, there is a certain pressure to be

autobiographical or self-reflective in my work. I feel I do not have to construct consumable

narratives for my various identities to be integral to my artistic practice. It is inevitably integrated

into the work. My identity, race, sex, gender and class, will influence my artistic eye and

regardless of if my intention is to be neutral. It is always politically relevant who I am and in

what context the artwork is made. As George Orwell stipulates in Why I write “ Truly there is no

art that is genuinely free from political bias. The opinion that art should have nothing to do with

politics is itself a political attitude”.

Often when I present my work to others I find myself entangled in a web of questions.

Questions regarding the legitimacy of my choices of subject matter, why is this interesting for

me to explore? Why I want to focus on things considered irrelevant to my time and my identity.

Again to quote George Orwell “When I sit down to write a book, I do not say to myself, ‘I am

going to produce a work of art. I write it because there is some lie that I want to expose, some

fact to which I want to draw attention. [...] My starting point is always a feeling of partisanship, a

sense of injustice.[...] My desire is to share knowledge or experience which one feels is valuable

24 Remer, "Otto Dix Artist Overview and Analysis"
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and ought not to be missed or forgotten.”25 Why I resonate with this statement is the moment

you realise you must commit yourself to a subject, the feeling of connection. A sense of

comradery but also outsiders’ curiosity. The spark leads me into the research, a political but also

an aesthetic journey. To be a researcher and translator of various cultural elements. I am

developing my language and methods within my practice to address realities that are important to

me, even though the initial spark is sourced from outside my immediate reality. What

iconography is shared between time, space and culture, what is different? What is the same? This

requires careful study and execution. To process through the transformation, the craftsmanship,

drawing, painting, sculpting etc. The chance to exaggerate or highlight certain aspects of reality

to go beyond it. To stimulate people's powers of empathy, critical thinking and analyse the

cognitive dissonance in our collective dissociation from anything outside our immediate reality.

In Regarding the pain of others author Susan Sontag Susan reminds us that it is a modern

idea that peace is the normal state, this has not been the reality throughout history, the opposite is

true, war was the norm.26 Sontag poses many questions about the ethics of the portrayal of others'

suffering. What business does art have in communicating when photography is news, evidence,

truth. We want the photographer to be a spy in the world of love and death, but we want the artist

to only tell their own tragedy. A photo is fake when it misrepresents when it is deceiving the

viewer about its purpose. A drawing is a fake when it turns out not to be made by the artist to

whom it is attributed. But aren't other forms of art capable of as much honesty? After all,

photography can still obfuscate reality by picking what it shows. “When Leonardo da Vinci

gives instructions for a battle painting he insists that artists have the courage and the imagination

to show war in all its ghastliness.“27 Art is always a lie, an illusion, an individual's perspective

but in a way that can express more. In the print series, Disasters of War (Los desastres de la

guerra)28 Goya captioned the images highlighting the perspective of the artist and made them

more powerful. In captions like I saw this (Yo lo ví) and, Esto es peor (This is worse) (fig.16, 17)

the voice of the artist directly asks the viewer to look and to empathise, not with the soldiers but

the victims. Sontag remarks this as a turning point in art-making and the entering of the subject

28 Created between 1810 and 1820.
27 Sontag, Regarding the pain of others, 53
26 Susan Sontag, “Regarding the pain of others”, Picador, 2003. 60

25 George, Orwell,  “Why I write”, first published in Gangrel, No. 4, Summer
1946.  https://www.orwellfoundation.com/the-orwell-foundation/orwell/essays-and-other-works/why-i-write/
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of fellow-feeling.29 The fact he made them years after the events and in a drawn medium does

not take away from its importance. These moments haunted him just as much as the world war

haunted Otto Dix. Since the nineties war has been broadcast live into our homes, first through

television and now directly to our devices on social media. Does this change our perspectives on

war, and the conflicting parties, or has this change only normalised war?

The playwright Bertolt Brecht proposed the best way to tell moral stories about history

and politics was to remove it in some way from reality. “stripping the event of its self-evident,

familiar, obvious quality and creating a sense of astonishment and curiosity about them”.30

Lehrstücke is a way of storytelling that could be a means of teaching, protest and political

activism.31 As Jacques Rancière proposes, critical art risks being lost when all things can be

transformed into signs and the signs lose their capacity for resistance. Critical arts vicious circle,

re-defining itself over and over is seen as proof that aesthetic and poetic- can not go together. But

in their defiance, it shows their similarity. Critical art set out to build awareness of the

mechanisms of domination to turn the spectator into a conscious agent of world transformation.

“The quandi that plagues this effort is well known, understanding does not in itself help to

transform intellectual attitude and situations. The dominated do not remain so out of

misunderstanding the existing state of affairs but because they lack confidence in their capacity

to transform their situation.” 32 Rancière presents the idea that critical/political art must seek to

shake up the familiar, but it becomes benign and sterile as it becomes widely distributed. The

misuse of people made into symbols such as Che Guevara and Frida Kahlo are good examples.

Yet I do not think the fight is lost. It is possible to mix current symbols of resistance with the old,

to translate the essence of the human condition and stimulate empathic reaction through time and

across cultural barriers; the art of Goya and Géricault do precisely that.

32 Jacques Rancière, “Problems and Transformations in Critical Art, chapter in  in Aesthetics and its Discontents”,
Polity, 2009. 45

31 Brooker, Brecht, quoted.

30 Peter Brooker, Brecht, quoted by Brooker, “The Cambridge Companion to Brecht”, Cambridge University Press,
1994. 191

29 Sontag, “Regarding the pain of others”. 36.
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In my solo show Son of the Sands the life and image of Mu'ammar Al-Qadhdhāfī´s, is the

subject but as a long line of action and reaction that both created and destroyed him. (fig.18-23)

The first time I saw him surrounded by his female bodyguards armed to the teeth, he looked like

a James Bond villain. As a westerner it had been decided what he was before I even knew him,

the language for thinking about this subject was fiction, I felt the truth had been robbed from me.

Mu'ammar Al-Qadhdhāfī was born within the chaos of the second world war, part of a

poor oppressed class of nomadic peoples in a colonised country. He grew up a revolutionary,

reading pan-Arab scholars and when he saw the opportunity used the military training he

received from the British army against them to take power. Becoming a brutal authority who

ordered public executions, maintained media censorship and spent his country's money on

luxurious things for himself and his family. It is a western privilege to allow oneself to

oversimplify him. A fighter for women's rights to education and work, and to dress how they

wish. He was a supporter of revolutionary forces all around the world, notably the Palestinian

resistance against Israel. Interpreting his actions post mortem is nearly impossible especially

when the consequences of his life are still playing out. I tackled the subject more symbolically,

not showing news footage or statistics. That story could be better told by news or books. With

such a complex topic it is important to admit that I do not have the answers and only wish to be a

gesturing hand towards what things are important to consider. That is the advantage of art, I am

able to bring together multiple perspectives, poetics, symbolism, feelings and conclusions.

Creating an atmosphere that presents a topic atmosphere without an answer, promoting curiosity

instead of dictating opinion.

At the exhibition entrance, the smell of sandalwood, mint and black tea greets you. No

alcohol to honour the abstinence from it within the Islamic faith. A simple printed pamphlet with

only the dry facts about his life and legacy is placed on a table by the entrance. The cerebral and

the sensory welcomes the viewer all at once in service of a more holistic experience. Transported

into another world or more truthfully another part of the world. The organised arrangement of

nine artworks lit with warm spotlights in the otherwise dark room. The walls are white, the floor

a paint speckled brownish grey. Feeling the presence of sand, in the colours, textures. The

window to the outside world is the only reminder of where you truly are. We are not in Libya,
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but its iconography is present. Using shared iconography of myth to strip away the sanitised and

cold journalistic view often cast on these subjects. Icons that the audience might miss or not

understand the significance of but rather feel their physicality.

As if part of the architecture sculpted lion's face hangs over us. A trophy for a hunter? or

ruins of a Roman monument? A displacement of objects. A peaceful death mask for lions of the

mountains. A deep green ceramic incense holder sits below it acting as an altar. Further leading

to ideas of mysticism, and enchanted objects. On the next wall a box painted with layers of

colour and black forming lion's eyes within the pattern matching the portrait next to it in its

intense look leading to the next painting, A more aggressive-looking lion. Qaddafi mixed with

the image of the now-extinct Barbarie a lion, the vengeful spirit of a species wiped out by

colonialism, a powerful representation of the bedouin people that went through attempted

genocide in the second world war at the hand of Italian fascists. A small painted portrait on

paper, Qaddafi, blurry as if obscured by smoke. Hanging by the windows, centred in the space, is

an above human-size portrait of Qaddafi screen printed on linen. Looking on with tired eyes and

sun-damaged skin, weighed down by history, duty and dirty deeds. From all walls, even without

eyes, various depictions look out at us.

I felt it with all the physical depictions what was missing was his voice. To show what he

thought of being Mu'ammar Al-Qadhdhāfī. So I found his short story Escape from hell and

rewrote it to better flow but I kept the core meaning intact. Here is an excerpt.

I love the masses as much as I love my father. [...] I loved and feared my father.
How loving the masses can be when they are happily excited! They carry their
favourite sons high on their shoulders. How cruel they are when they are unhappy.
A crushing flood with no mercy for anyone in its way! Who can stand against the
crushing current? [...] Who can comprehend a million words pouring out of a
million mouths at the same time ?! [...] I leave you my gold helmet. The crown I
grabbed from the king and the rings made of the same magic gold. Whoever wears
them will become sultan and sit on the throne, call forth a mirage, food, clothing or
any weaponry, from a gun to a sophisticated missile. But can you sleep knowing a
wolf is about to attack your sheep?33

33 Excerpt from a text accompanying the exhibition Son of the Sands, in Kubburinn, Iceland University of the Arts.
2021.
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He seemed so much more aware in his writing than in his speeches and public

appearances. Aware of his eventual fate and who his enemy was. A million words pour out, the

cruelty of the unhappy peoples, the gold helmet represents the responsibility of power, and the

wolves waiting for his downfall. Perhaps that is only in hindsight, but I think we understand a lot

more now. Where this fits in the larger history of colonialism and resistance to it. We must learn

from these events and think, what can be done better? We modern westerns are desensitised,

falsely believing we have distance between us and these events. We think this can not possibly

happen to us, the horrors happening so far away but it has shown again and again that the

weapons tried on oppressed peoples in Africa will be used on oppressed peoples in Europe soon

enough.
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Conclusion

In this essay, I have established the main factors that have shaped me as an artist and how

they come into play in my artistic practice. How upbringing inside the art world combined with

digital nativeness contributes to the way I source for subjects, do research, and process material

through means of artistic methods and transformations. My online existence and deep-diving are

juxtapositioned with a need for materialised manifestations, grounded in craftsmanship. I let

sparks of interest, fixations, lead me on social-political aesthetic journeys that allow me to dig

deep into our cultural history. Not looking away from my reality as a western gentile and not

making my identity, race, sex, gender and class a direct subject in the art but rather a conscious

filter in the distilling processes. I see myself as a researcher and translator of various cultural

elements, developing my language and methods to address important realities. Investigating the

shared iconography that is embedded in our present and process through the transformation of

the artist's craftsmanship—by utilizing the methodology of the grotesque—cavernous, human

and animal forms combined, deformed and ornate—approaching the socially unacceptable,

primitive or pointless to go beyond an understanding of the grotesque as simply an aesthetic

category. To exaggerate or highlight certain aspects of reality and hopefully stimulate people's

powers of empathy, using poetic symbols, complex mapping, feeling and conclusions.

Craftsmanship, in conjunction with obsessive interest, research and socio-political commentary.
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Images

Figure 1. Photograph of me about three weeks old, October 1998. Credit:
Guðmundur Ragnar Guðmundsson.
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Figure 2. Post on my Instagram fetlock_flowers, combination of pencil drawing B3 further worked
using digital paint program Pain tool SAI, 2022.
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Figure 3. Katrín G. Sigrúnardóttir, digital painting and figure studies from reference images,
worked in SAI, published on Instagram fetlock_flowers, 2022.
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Figure 4. Katrín G. Sigrúnardóttir, digital painting in SAI, published on
Instagram fetlock_flowers, 2022.

Figure 5. Otto Dix, Self-Portrait with Muse, 1924, oil and tempera on
canvas, 31 7/8 x 37 3/8 inches, Osthaus Museum Hagen
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Figure 6. Otto Dix’s, “Brothel Matron/Puffmutter,”
Credit: Otto Dix Foundation, Vaduz, Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn

Figure 7. Théodore Géricault, Study of the Model
Joseph, about 1818–1819 https://www.getty.edu/art/
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Figure 8. Géricault, Guillotined Head, drawing. Besancon, Muséee des Beaux-Arts (Photo: Musée) from,
“Géricault’s Severed Heads and Limbs: The Politics and Aesthetics of the Scaffold.” The Art Bulletin 74,
no. 4, 1992

Figure 9. Katrín G. Sigrúnardóttir, drawing studies for various projects.
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Figure 10. Examples of movie posters depicting the visual technique used to show characters as other.
https://www.imdb.com

Figures 11-15. Still images from Hunger, stop-motion short film, 2021. Director Katrín G. Sigrúnardóttir.
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Figures 11-15. Still images from Hunger, stop-motion short film, 2021. Director Katrín G. Sigrúnardóttir.
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Figure 16. Francisco de Goya, Yo lo vi (I saw this), Museo del Prado, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=25079740

Figure 17.  Francisco de Goya, Esto es peor (This is worse),  Museo del Prado, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=25079787
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Figure 18. Installation view Son of the Sands, Kubburinn, Iceland University of the Arts, 2021. Portrait of Qaddafi
screen printed on linen, 84x64 cm,

Figure 19. From my Instagram fetlock_flowers.
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Figure 20. Installation view Son of the Sands, Kubburinn, Iceland University of the Arts, 2021. Lion
plaque, wood, clay and paint, dimensions radius 40cm, Ceramic incent holder dimensions 12x6x4cm.
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Figure 21. Installation view Son of the Sands, Kubburinn, Iceland
University of the Arts, 2021. Acrylic painting dimensions 36x24 cm

Figure 22. From my Instagram fetlock_flowers.
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Figure 23. Installation view Son of the Sands, Kubburinn, Iceland University of the Arts, 2021. Text work based on
Mu'ammar Al-Qadhdhāfī, short story Escape to hell.
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